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FUND DETAILS:

2.582101

1.000000

2.732157

0.983102

Daily

Inception Date

Fund Manager

Fund Currency

Fund Size

Management Fee

25 May 2005

BPI Asset Management & Trust Corp. 

PHP

PHP 1.10 Billion

1.75% p.a.

Latest NAVPU

Initial NAVPU

Highest NAVPU (04.08.2015)

Lowest NAVPU (07.06.2005)

Pricing / Valuation

Risk Classification

The Fund is suitable for investors with a

moderately aggressive profile or for

those who take medium to long - term

views. As a marked -to-market Fund, its

net asset value and total return may fall

or rise as a result of interest rate

movements and stock price movements.

On redemption of units, a policyholder

may receive an amount less than the

original amount invested. Prior to

investment in the Fund, the policyholder

shall undergo a client suitability

assessment procedure to determine

whether the Fund is appropriate for him

considering his investment objective, risk

tolerance, preferences and experience.

Market Commentary

The BPI Philippine Government Bond

Index returned 0.59% in March as the

benchmark government yield curve

flattened with the short-end of the curve

rising and the long-end falling. Average

daily trading volume rose to PHP14.83

billion from February’s PHP11.91 billion,

with trades mostly seen on the long-end

of the curve. The Bureau of the Treasury

(BTr) recently decreased each auction's

offer size to PHP25 billion for the five

FXTN issuances in March. The 6-year

FXTN 7-67, 10-year FXTN 10-69, 13-year

FXTN 25-7, 20-year FXTN 20-25, and 7-

year FXTN 7-68 were all fully awarded at

average yields of 6.172%, 6.378%, 6.167%,

6.631%, and 6.162%, respectively.

Towards the end of the month, the BTr

released the April auction schedule with

four Treasury Bill auctions and four FXTN

issuances (3-, 9-, 13-, and 7-year tenors)

each with an offer size of PHP25 billion.

The PSEi fell 0.86% month-on-month

(MoM) as it ended March at the 6,499.68

level and brought its YTD return to -

1.02%. The market dropped 2.18% during

the last trading day of the month driven

by foreign outflow executed at market-

on-close. We noted that at this level, the

PSEi is still above the 200-day simple

moving average, a critical support level

that help sustain its upwardmomentum.

Elevated inflation and continued interest

rate hikes by the Federal Reserve (Fed)

still influence market direction as

investors try to predict the inflection point.

On flows, net foreign selling in March

amounted to USD498.3Million, which

brought the year-to-date (YTD) net

foreign outflow to USD518.3Million.

We were defensive in our domestic equity

allocation given high risk of global

recession amid the rising interest rates,

persistently high inflation and recent

turmoil in the financial industry (bank runs

in the US). We remain opportunistic

during this time of high volatility and

remained weighted on big cap liquid

stocks which in our view are

fundamentally sound, capable of

weathering the current economic

challenges.

MarketOutlook

The portfolio continues to add duration to

take advantage of the rise in yields. We

continue to switch low-yielding securities

to improve total portfolio yield.

Though global inflation continues to

exceed target, the US Federal Reserve is

expected to adjust its policy tightening

movement to ease pressure on the

financial system. As a result, we expect

the BSP to align with the movement of

the Fed.

We continue to have a cautiously

constructive outlook for Philippine stocks

with a year-end PSEi target of 7,300. This

is underpinned on expectations that GDP

could grow 5-6% this year amid a weak

global macro. Markets globally are

expected to remain volatile, and its

direction could be sensitive to US

economic data and Fed actions. Low

value turnover and index rebalancing

events would also add to market

volatility. Risk to the positive outlook

could come from sticky inflation, rising

interest rates, sharp peso depreciation

and corporate earningsmisses.

Investment Objective

To attain long term capital and income 

growth by investing in both fixed income 

securities and a concentrated portfolio of 

stocks listed on the Philippine Stock Exchange

RISK RATING

AGGRESSIVE

Based on the Fund Manager‘s fund risk 

categorization



IMPORTANT NOTICE:

This document is for information purposes only. This does not constitute an offer or a solicitation to buy or
sell any investment referred to in this document. The information in this publication is based on carefully
selected sources believed to be reliable but we do not make any representation as to its accuracy or
completeness. Any opinions herein reflected are good as of this date but may be subject to change without
prior notice. Investment or participation in the Fund is subject to risk and possible loss of principal, and is
not insured by the Philippine Deposit Insurance Corporation (PDIC). Losses, if any, shall be for the account
and risk of the Trustor/Participant. Past performance is not indicative of future performance.

Since Inception 5 Years (YoY)3 Years (YoY)1 Year (YoY)Year To DatePerformance History

158.21%3.28%18.85%-2.21%3.03%Absolute

5.46%0.65%5.93%-2.21%N/AAnnualized

%Securities

7.7FXT1068  -20320623-00911

6.9RTB5-16  -20280307-00911

4.8RTB5-15  -20270304-00911

3.9FXT2025  -20421124-00911

3.6FXT2017  -20310719-00911

26.8Total

%Securities

6.9SM Investments Corp. (SM)

4.8SM Prime Holdings, Inc.

4.6Ayala Corporation

3.7Ayala Land, Inc.

3.5Banco de Oro

23.6Total

NAVPU Since Inception

Indexed Performance Over 3 Years (NAV - NAV)

Performance Overview

Portfolio Analysis

Top 5 Fixed Income Holdings Top 5 EquityHoldings
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